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Chapter Fourteen Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Understand how public policy interventions can bring about impactful change

•

See how social justice issues can be addressed through public policy

•

Identify ways you can get involved in public policy
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Maria had to take out thousands of dollars in student loans to afford college tuition, and then she
had to spend a large percentage of her post-graduation income paying off those loans. This is not an
unfamiliar story, and more and more college students face this situation. In fact, millions who attended
college seeking an education and a better life now face crippling student loan debt. For example, in
the US, student loan debt totals $1.5 trillion dollars, increasing by nearly 400% in the last 30 years and
more than tripling since 2005. This loan crisis is now causing financial strain to many who are trying
to repay their student loans, disproportionately impacting low-income students of color (Miller, 2017).
This chapter is about policies that often are not visible but create these types of hardships, and it will
often take a historical perspective to see the reasons so many have diminished life opportunities and
long-term financial hardship. Let’s examine some of the public policies that have caused this problem.
Tuition costs for both public and private institutions have risen, state investments in higher education
have been reduced, and many student loans are now privatized. The solution to the student loan
problem will require policy changes such as increasing grant aid awarded to low and middle-income
students, and passing legislation that would make tuition more affordable. Even more daring and bold
policies are being tried such as waiving tuition costs entirely. In 2018 New York University’s School
of Medicine began waiving tuition fees for all students in an effort to ease both student debt and the
ongoing physician shortage. Kasiser Permanente’s new medical school will also be free to attend. Other
academic institutions are trying to reduce or eliminate tuition by asking students to pay the schools a
small amount of their earnings following graduation. These are examples of real policy interventions
that can help revolutionize the problem of excessive student debt.
But there are other ways that we can make a difference as community psychologists. For example,
offering free online college textbooks is another way of lowering economic burdens that students
encounter at school, indicated in Case Study 14.1.
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Case Study 14.1
Free Online Textbook

When the DePaul University Library surveyed
students about the impact of textbook affordability on
their education, almost 1,000 students completed the
survey within the first week. Many students indicated
that the cost of textbooks was negatively affecting
their lives. Students reported choosing not to purchase
textbooks or purchasing them later in the quarter. Of
those who did not purchase a textbook, 41.6% cited
cost. 56% of the respondents were in their first two
years at DePaul and reported receiving a poor grade
“Flat World Knowledge: Open College Textbooks” by opensource.com is licensed under CC BY-SA
2.0
because they could not afford the textbook for their
course. The authors of this book decided to try to make
a small difference by developing this free online textbook (Jason, Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019),
which we hope will help to reduce this economic burden on our undergraduates taking an introductory
course in Community Psychology. We consider this very consistent with the values of our field. The authors
also worked for almost two years developing a Society for Community Research and Action (SCRA) “Student
Associate” free membership status for undergraduates, and this is very much within the tradition of secondorder policy change by lowering barriers to active participation in SCRA.

When our new free textbook was introduced in a
Community Psychology course at DePaul University,
the immediate reaction was very positive (the
students uttered a collective sigh of relief) as they
mentioned how grateful they were for not having to
purchase it. A typical reaction was “This is wonderful,
a free textbook!” Our work with this textbook is part
of a larger movement to provide textbooks free,
online, and available to everyone, and this movement
is growing every day. These types of very real
structural changes really can make a difference. In
this chapter, we will provide an overview of what
Photo courtesy of Jack O’Brien
public policy is and how community psychologists
engage in this work to address the underlying roots of the problems we face. This chapter will also
provide ways you can become involved with public policy.
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WHAT IS PUBLIC POLICY?

Photo by mohamed_hassan is licensed under the Pixabay License

Almost every aspect of our lives is impacted by public policy. Public policy is broadly defined as the
laws, regulations, course of action, and funding priorities issued by the government to address a social
issue at the local, state, and national level. Essentially, social change often requires the development of
a new policy or the revision of an existing policy. Public policies can address societal issues in different
areas, including education, healthcare, housing, mental health, immigration, and crime. Policies in
these areas can have a far-reaching and long-lasting impact on individuals and communities. Policies
also vary in scope. For instance, the legalization of same-sex marriage, how much funding is allocated
towards public libraries and colleges, and even what is served for lunch at public schools are all
examples of public policy.
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The impact of policies can also transcend nations by
having a global effect. Countries with environmental
policies that fail to regulate the use of resources and
reduce pollution are making the world less habitable
for everyone. The burning of fossil fuels – such as oil,
natural gas, and coal—increases greenhouse gas
emissions which causes the earth’s climate to rise to
warmer than normal temperatures. The solution to
this problem will require new policies that will cause
countries to switch from using fossil fuels to using
greener and more renewable sources of energy (such
as solar or wind power). Some may wonder if we can
ever be successful with such a daunting goal. Well,
others have realized their dreams, such as Mahatma

Ghandi who repeatedly confronted the
British-controlled government with acts
of civil disobedience to bring about freedom for India. The struggle to gain
India’s freedom took a long time, and this long-term perspective is often needed
to deal with the many policy actions that are causing current problems such as
climate change.
Photo by mmi9 is licensed under the Pixabay License

Policies created to address specific social issues can either be effective or ineffective. One example
of an effective policy is The Housing Choice Voucher Program created to address the lack of affordable
housing for low-income households and homelessness by providing rent subsidies. This program
has proven to be highly effective in reducing and preventing homelessness and helping low-income
families remain housed (Wood, Turnham, & Mills, 2008). On the other hand, mass incarceration as
a means to deter drug use is an example of an ineffective policy. As indicated in Chapter 1 (Jason,
Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019), the war on drugs (which has led to increased use of harsher
drug laws) and three-strike laws (which result in life sentences for drug offenses) have proven to be
ineffective in preventing drug use. Rather, these policies perpetuate the incarceration cycle among
those with substance use disorders.
Through research and advocacy, community psychologists have directly influenced public policy
to produce second-order change. The work on subsidized housing programs is one way to end
homelessness. Another Community Psychology example involves work with Oxford House, described
in Chapter 1, where over 20,000 people today live in these democratic, self-governing homes. Yet
there are communities that oppose sharing their neighborhoods with group homes for people with
disabilities or substance use disorders. For example, some cities have tried to pass laws that make it
illegal for more than five unrelated people to live in an Oxford house—and this deliberately targets
recovery homes which usually need six to ten house members to make rent affordable. Case Study 14.2
is an example of working at the judicial level in order to preserve access to affordable housing for those
with substance use disorders.
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Case Study 14.2
Not in My Backyard

Leonard Jason was called by a lawyer who asked for
help with a dispute involving a town trying to close the
local Oxford House recovery home by passing
legislation whereby no more than five unrelated
individuals could live in one home. But small homes of
this size are very difficult to sustain as there are too
few people to pay for the house expenses. This is an
example of Not in My Backyard thinking, where some
community members try to exclude those in recovery
homes from their neighborhoods. Jason quickly looked
into a national Oxford House data set and examined
how the number of residents in Oxford House affected
residents’ individual outlooks for recovery. He and his
Photo by Leonard A. Jason, Bradley D. Olson, Joseph R. Ferrari, and Anthony T. Lo Sasso.
research team found that larger house sizes, of eight or
Previously published in “Communal Housing Settings Enhance Substance Abuse Recovery” (2006).
Used with permission from the author.
more residents, actually had less criminal and
aggressive behavior than houses with fewer residents.
The findings were influential: they were used in this court case and others to successfully argue against
closing larger house size Oxford Houses (Jason et al., 2008). The founder of these Oxford Houses, Paul
Molloy, sent this note to Jason regarding one judicial case that was resolved with the help of these data:
“The dispute has been ongoing for six years! The town will pay attorney’s fees, which are about $105,000
and a fine to the Department of Justice. The key to their decision appears to be your research showing that
larger houses had better outcomes than the smaller ones. Thanks. Once again reason and logic prevailed.”

When involving yourself with public policy, it is possible to make a difference, as Case Study 14.2
shows. The following sections provide an overview of the many ways in which community
psychologists can influence public policy.
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COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY

Photo by mohamed_hassan is licensed under the Pixabay License

Efforts at the public policy level have always been at the forefront of the efforts of community
psychologists to address social issues. Work at this level is considered a core competency for
Community Psychology practice and is described as the ability to develop effective working
relationships with policymakers, elected officials, and community leaders (Dalton & Wolfe, 2012). To
meet this competency, community psychologists are trained in a variety of skills including how to
write brief statements used to influence politicians, how to translate research findings into policy
recommendations, how to build advocacy coalitions with various community organizations, and how
to develop good communication and relationship-building skills.
Public policy interventions often focus on a second-order/systems change approach to address
the systemic issues such as the inequitable distribution of resources. Importantly, Community
psychologists value of involving individuals affected by an issue in the policy formulation and
implementation process.
Often work at the public policy level involves prevention. Community psychologists have worked in
public policy at the local, state, and national levels, in the areas of substance abuse prevention, school
violence prevention, and HIV/AIDS prevention. As an example, Case Study 14.3 describes policy work
that has focused on social-emotional learning to enhance positive youth outcomes.

Case Study 14.3
Social-Emotional Learning in Schools
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Students within K-12 educational settings can be
supported through policies and programs that promote
positive youth development and prevent negative
outcomes. One example of an effective prevention
program developed and implemented involves socialemotional learning, which equips students with tools
to set and achieve goals, handle their emotions,
interpersonal relationships, and life events, and to
engage in responsible decision-making. A leader in
this field is the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and
Emotional Learning, which have been working to
extend programs involving social and emotional
Photo by Kidaha is licensed under the Pixabay License
learning to school children for more than two decades.
This organization, founded by community psychologist
Roger Weissberg, collaborates with leading experts and supports districts, schools, and states nationwide to
drive research, guide practice, and inform policy. The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning supports federal efforts to increase funding for research and evidence-based practice related to
social and emotional learning. Through their Collaborating States Initiative, they work with 25 states to
support social and emotional learning, and all 50 states have incorporated this approach into their preschool
standards; a growing number are doing the same for grades K-12. Learn more by viewing their State Scan
Scorecard project, Emerging Insights Report, and extensive CSI resources.

Understanding the Policymaking Process
There are four stages of working on public
policy. They involve (1) agenda setting, (2)
policy formation and adoption, (3) policy
implementation, and (4) policy evaluation
and revision. The figure above illustrates the
cyclical nature of these stages in the
policymaking process. Moreover, each phase
requires attention to relationships and
Figure 1. Stages of the Policymaking Process by Mayra Guerrero
communication amongst diverse stakeholder
groups. Groups involved in public policy include
the government advocacy organizations, citizens, and media (as will be indicated below), but first, let’s
define these four phases.
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(1) Agenda setting. During the first phase of the
policymaking process, it is important for those who
set policy to take the issue seriously. If, for example,
the public officials do not think that climate change is
of importance, they will devote little of their time and
energy to this issue. So, the agenda-setting phase
involves determining whether people with power and
influence care about a particular issue. As there are
Photo by TeroVesalainen is licensed under the Pixabay License
many social problems that may exist in a community
or society, only a select number of them might get on
the agenda and receive attention for possible action. It is important for community psychologists to
work toward bringing attention to an issue so that others will care about it in order to devote time and
resources toward improving the situation.
Kingdon (1995) described the process by which a pressing social issue makes it on the policy agenda
as three influential “streams.” First, the problem stream involves the range of social issues that
may affect a given population, ranging from high levels of unemployment and low levels of available
housing, to rates of drug addiction and homelessness within neighborhoods. For example, if a problem
affects many people, it is more likely to secure some attention. Second, the policy stream embodies
potential solutions that can address each of these social issues, and of course the costs of these
solutions. If there are some practical and affordable solutions to the problems, it raises the likelihood
of people willing to consider these issues. Lastly, the political stream involves the level of public
concern to actually devote time and resources to one of these topics and possible solutions. If the
public is more concerned, the topic is more likely to receive attention.
(2) Policy formation and adoption. In the second
phase, a solution to address the social issue is
adopted. As an example, if inadequate funding for
public schools is agreed upon as an issue needing
attention, the politicians could pass laws that channel
more funds to schools. The primary places where
these types of actions might occur are in legislative
bodies, in which elected officials vote on laws.
But policies can also be adopted at the executive
level by someone in a high position, such as a
president or mayor of a city. A president can create
“2016-10-19 walkout” by Voice of America (VOA) is Public Domain in the United States
of America
policy through executive orders, such as the “Travel
Ban“(E.O 13769), which tried to limit the ability of individuals wanting to travel to the US. In addition
to a president, agencies within the executive branch can adopt policies. For example, the Department
of Housing and Urban Development is an executive agency that has been able to move resources into
Housing First, which was described in Chapter 1 as an important solution to the homelessness problem
in the US.
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(3) Policy implementation. Once a policy is
adopted, there are many different ways it can be
implemented. A well-thought-out policy can be
adopted but if limited or inadequate funds are
provided for it to be carried out, it is unlikely to have
any effects. For example, a prevention program
introduced into a school classroom might be
compromised and much less effective if the school
district has policies which result in inadequate funds
being provided for books and other resources such as
staff wages.
(4)

Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License

“No Child Left Behind Act” by the United States Executive Office is Public Domain

Policy evaluation and revision. The last phase of the policy process is the policy evaluation and
revision phase. During this phase, an effort is made to determine if the policy had its intended
outcomes, and whether it can be improved to more effectively address the social issue. The policy
might need to be replaced with an improved policy or terminated in its entirety. For example, the No
Child Left Behind Act aimed to address educational inequity by increasing the government’s role in
holding schools accountable for the academic progress of their students. This law put an emphasis on
standardized testing by implementing frequent assessments measuring students’ educational
improvement and rewarding the schools with the highest assessment scores. No Child Left Behind was
found to have unintended consequences such as placing too much emphasis on testing, and it even
resulted in some school closures. There are now efforts to revise and even replace this set of policies.
Overall, the policymaking process illustrates the cyclical and recursive nature of public policy. As
demonstrated by the descriptions of the four phases, there are several points in the policy process
through which community psychologists can engage in policy efforts. The ways in which community
psychologists engage in this cyclical process are discussed in the next section.
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HOW COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGISTS INFLUENCE PUBLIC POLICY

“Change By Us citizen engagement platform now open source” by opensource.com is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Roles and Settings
Community psychologists can influence public policy at any step of the policymaking process by
working alongside or within advocacy groups. Advocacy groups, community psychologists, community
members, and policymakers are all involved in these policy decisions. Some of the key players on the
policy front can be large intermediary organizations such as professional membership organizations,
foundations, and research and evaluation firms. For instance, community psychologists can work
with Mathematica or the Urban Institute, which are research and evaluation firms that are hired by
federal agencies to conduct policy evaluations. Foundations like the William T. Grant Foundation also
provide opportunities to engage in policy work, given their focus on funding policy initiatives that
address social issues which are important to community psychologists. In fact, the Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning, which was described in case study 14.3 was begun by a
grant from the William T. Grant Foundation. Community psychologists also work with other types of
advocacy organizations including member-led social action groups (e.g., Black Lives Matter) or even
small informal groups (e.g., a group of students and teachers advocating for funding for afterschool
programs).
SCRA is one example of an intermediary organization that is the central professional home of many
community psychologists. This organization is open to researchers, practitioners, and students (and as
stated in Case Study 14.1, you can be an Associate Student member at no cost). Advocating for federal
and legislative policies that promote social justice is an important goal of SCRA. This organization
issues policy statements to take public positions on social issues offers research and scientific evidence
that support their positions and provides recommendations to policymakers and other stakeholders.
The first public policy statements SCRA released was on the role of recovery homes in promoting longterm addiction recovery and can be viewed here. SCRA also releases rapid responses, which are public
stances and action plans on policy issues that are time sensitive and require immediate action. In
addition, SCRA has a Public Policy Committee, which provides members with resources and training to
facilitate their policy involvement.
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Many community psychologists are engaged in
policy advocacy work as researchers within
universities. As faculty members, community
psychologists are able to contribute to policy in many
different ways. For example, Community Psychology
faculty can develop expertise in a given policy area,
generate research findings with specific policy
implications and recommendations, advocate for
policies that are empirically supported, and work as
policy consultants for advocacy organizations like the
ones described above. Most of all, university faculty
educate students on policy-relevant issues and
provide ways they can become involved in policy
advocacy.
In addition, community psychologists can work as
Photo by harishs is licensed under the Pixabay License
policy insiders within local, state, and federal levels of
the government. Policy roles within the government can be obtained through direct election,
appointment by an elected official, or by obtaining employment as a civil servant. Some examples of
these roles include working as a congressional staffer or working as a member of a local school board.
Working as policy insiders within the government allows community psychologists to oversee policy
implementation and possibly the creation of new legislation.
Methods for Influencing Public Policy
There are several methods through which community psychologists can work in public policy. The
following methods may be used throughout the four stages of the policymaking process:
Research. As mentioned earlier, research is a key
tool community psychologists use to influence policy
and there are different types used to influence policy
(National Academy of Science, 2012). One of these
ways is conceptual research, which is used to
educate policymakers and stakeholders on social
issues and propose possible solutions. Community
psychologists often use this type of research to help
policymakers view a social issue as a systemic
problem caused by ineffective and harmful policies
“Vivian Malone registering” by Warren K. Leffler, U.S. News & World Report Magazine
rather than individual deficits. Such research has been
and restored by Adam Cuerden is Public Domain
used to show how segregation leads to increased
stigma for those being excluded from the mainstream. A prime example of how conceptual research
influenced policy is the historic US Supreme Court’s decision in Brown vs Board of Education, which
led to the desegregation of schools. Conceptual research by psychologists Kenneth and Mamie Clark
(1947) demonstrated the harmful psychological effects of segregation, which was cited by the Supreme
Court as having played a crucial role in their decision that racial segregation of schools was inherently
unethical and unconstitutional.
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Instrumental research can be used to persuade policymakers to adopt a policy. Over the past few
decades, the disability community has used policy interventions to bring about major changes to the
ways that individuals with disabilities can have greater access to opportunities. These include altering
pavements and curbs at intersections so they allow people in wheelchairs to safely navigate through
them, and providing individuals with movement disabilities access to buildings, public transportation,
and parking spots (Jason & Jung, 1984).
Consultation. Community psychologists often act as consultants in public policy by sharing their
research and advocacy expertise with organizations or governmental agencies. This often begins when
community psychologists develop personal relationships with policymakers and government officials.
Consultation is a way of influencing policy (Block, 2006) by providing policymakers with relevant
evidence and data. Community psychologists, during the consultative process, have been instrumental
in providing content-level expertise on current efforts to reduce human trafficking and to condemn
hate and terrorism by white supremacists.
Program evaluation. Evaluation is important
across the policymaking process, but particularly
within the policy implementation and evaluation
stages. In evaluation, community psychologists might
aim to examine whether a social program works well,
who it works well for, under what conditions it works
well, and whether it can work better (Miller, 2017). For
example, the Meals on Wheels program delivers meals
to older adults in need to help with their nutrition as
well as reduce their isolation. Evaluations of this
program have found a number of positive outcomes
Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License
for meal recipients, and the findings from the
evaluations have been used to make the programs even more effective.
Coalition-building. Community psychologists also use their communication and relationshipbuilding skills to form coalitions with community members, organizations, and policymakers.
Members of a coalition share a common policy interest and agree to work together to influence or
develop a public policy. Forming and maintaining coalitions is an effective way to influence policy.
Nelson Mandela, imprisoned for decades in South Africa, inspired coalitions to continue their activist
work, and these coalitions were eventually successful in abolishing the system of apartheid.
Media and written communication. Community psychologists use a variety of communication
methods to influence public policy. For example, they can share knowledge as guests on multimedia
outlets like news radio, television, or podcasts. More commonly, community psychologists can
influence policymaking decisions through written communication in “white papers.” These concisely
provide scientific evidence and recommendations directly to those in decision-making positions.
Communication strategies vary depending upon the audience. For example, appearances on podcasts
and public radio may be informal, to target voters in order to garner support for a public policy
issue. Providing “white papers” to congressional officials, on the other hand, requires concise written
language with straightforward suggestions that are sensitive to the policymakers’ busy schedules.
When coal miners have been killed by negligent mining practices, white papers and publicity
surrounding their deaths led to better laws and regulations. These types of tragedies have been used
to highlight and bring attention to abuses of power, which have been used by policy activists to change
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the status quo and bring about social justice. Another example is Rachel Carson’s influential book
Silent Spring, which powerfully identified abuses in the use of pesticides and helped start the global
environmental movement.
Selecting a Policy Issue and Developing a Plan for Action
There are many ways in which students and community psychologists can get involved with public
policy. Below are some practical suggestions:
Choosing an issue to advocate for. There are many social issues that require advocacy and many
social issues with which we may be interested in getting involved. Before getting involved in public
policy work on a particular issue, it is important to examine which issues are most aligned with your
interests, skills, and access to resources like time, funds, materials, or energy. One way that you
can examine your competencies related to an issue is through the Advocacy Self-Assessment (Jason,
Beasley, & Hunter, 2015).

Practical Application 14.1
Advocacy Self-Assessment Tool

To complete the self-assessment in this activity box, first consider several social issues with which you are
interested in engaging in advocacy work. Once you have selected the social issues, complete the selfassessment questions for each social issue. Then, total up your scores for each issue to determine which
received the high score. This will help you determine what you are most passionate about.
Using the range below, rate your agreement to each question for each of your chosen issues. Once you
have determined which social issues might best fit your advocacy competencies and commitment, consider
making a plan for your involvement. For the issue you score highest on, develop a plan to advocate directly
and indirectly to initiate social change through policy.
1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither Agree/Disagree, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly Agree
COMMITMENT
1.

Are you strongly committed to working on this issue?

2.

Are you willing to put in a great effort to achieve this goal?

3.

Would you be willing to spend many years working on this issue?

4.

Do you have a sense of obligation to continue working on this issue above all others?

CENTRALITY
1.

Is what you have listed more important than any other issue you could work on?

2.

Is this a matter of great personal meaning to you?

3.

Do you have a passion and a burning desire to see this issue dealt with?

4.

Is this an issue that you devote a lot of time thinking about?

RESOURCES
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1.

Are you a member of or work with any activist groups or community organizations that are
dealing with the topic you have selected?

2.

Are you aware of any friends, family members or colleagues who are either working on this
issue or interested in doing so?

3.

Do you have access to resources (time, energy, funds, materials) that might be applied to
working with this topic?

4.

Do you feel that you have the capabilities and confidence to engage in work with the issue that
you have mentioned?

Stay informed. Listen to the news and stay informed of current events occurring both locally and at a
national level. This could even include following current bills and resolutions being presented before
your city council or congress, procedures to be implemented by executive offices (e.g., Department of
Education), or cases to be heard before the Supreme Court. A useful tool is the GovTrack website, which
shows where bills and resolutions are within their legislative process.
Contact policymakers. There are several ways in
which you can communicate with policymakers at all
levels of government. Federal elected officials have
offices in your cities and towns, as well as in
Washington DC, to whom you can write letters or
make phone calls. Similarly, state elected officials can
be reached by phone and by mail at their
neighborhood or state offices. Another way to interact
with policymakers is through social media (e.g.,
Twitter) or through email in which you can express
Photo by Tumisu is licensed under the Pixabay License
your concerns and opinions about ongoing
legislation. You can find out who your elected officials
are by visiting this website. A helpful resource for contacting elected officials is Resist Bot (which
automates faxes and messages from your cell phone).
Policy and advocacy organizations. There are many opportunities for getting involved with
existing policy organizations. If you have an interest in a particular social issue, such as rising
economic inequalities, you can find local and national organizations that are focused on that work.
A good way to get informed is to ask to be listed on an organization’s email list and follow them
on social media. Getting connected to organizations may allow for engagement through events, town
halls, or event Capitol Hill days in which organizations arrange visits to legislative offices to speak
with policymakers. Furthermore, students may also explore working with the organization through
volunteer or internship positions.
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CHALLENGES TO POLICY WORK

Photo by 905513 is licensed under the Pixabay License

Engaging in policy work is not easy. There are many challenges that community psychologists often
will need to overcome when attempting to influence policy. A major challenge in policy advocacy
is that it can take many years before a policy is adopted, implemented, and revised. The key lesson
learned by community psychologists is to stay committed to a social issue for the long run. Another
major challenge community psychologists face is navigating issues of power when working with
policymakers and advocacy organizations. For example, powerful stakeholders with different vested
interests may actively try to stand in your way. Policy work requires effectively navigating these
challenges.
The topic of school shootings illustrates all these complexities. For example, does the community
find this topic to be a pressing issue? Concern for school shootings may arise from public feedback or
an event related to the issue. For example, school shootings may be perceived as a more pressing social
issue directly after a shooting occurs in a community. Many solutions may be proposed and compared
with one another. These solutions offered for school shootings have included the restriction of access
to weapons, increasing school security personnel or procedures, and some have even advocated
increasing access to guns by teachers. Further, the costs, feasibility, and availability of evidence
for each of these solutions need to be evaluated as potential policy solutions. Finally, issues of
partisanship can emerge. For example, membership to the Republican or Democratic party may
influence how receptive a policymaker is to consider a policy to address school shootings. Moreover,
broader cultural and societal moods about guns and school violence can influence how a policymaker
considers addressing school shootings through policy.
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Several principles of social change have been used
as a guide to initiate and sustain change, as well as to
navigate some of the challenges that arise in policy
work (Jason, 2013). For example, it is important to see
the big picture and be careful to identify who the
power holders are. Often they like to see things stay
the same, particularly if they are gaining resources
and privileges in these roles. When identifying power
holders, it is useful to understand their motives for
continuing to maintain control, and the influence and
“March For Our Lives, Washington DC” by Lorie Shaull is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
power that they wield. Certainly, the National Rifle
Association has a powerful role in shaping the
dialogue on the availability of guns, and their position has contributed to the wide availability of guns
throughout the US. To bring about structural and long-term second-order change, rather than just
short-term fixes to a problem, it is often useful to work with coalitions and other allies in order to form
strategies to confront those who are abusing the power. Often youth who have been traumatized by a
school shooting, as well as parents of children who have been killed, have become powerful agents of
change, trying to reduce the availability of guns. Being willing to stay committed to an issue over time
is another helpful strategy, as it provides opportunities to know the central gatekeepers who might
need to be dealt with to bring about second-order change. Ultimately, the situation in the US with
school shootings will require patience and persistence, and savoring small wins is crucial to sustaining
the motivation to work toward long-term goals.
Throughout this policy process, intuition is an essential quality that is relevant, as it often involves
a feeling or sense of next steps that need to be taken in strategic coalition building or political action.
Having an intuition that one’s vision will be fulfilled in the long run can be a sustaining and lifeaffirming force in the face of oppressive conditions. Social policy change leaders will often rely on
conjuring up a dream and sustaining it with intuition in order to overcome the obstacles that are faced
in community work.
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Photo by nile is licensed under the Pixabay License

While full participation and involvement are dominant themes within this textbook, the remnants of
elitism and non-democratic processes have been present through recorded history, and continue to be
widely present today. Anyone can do the following experiment: Think about the setting you spend time
in such as your college. The Democracy Quiz question is “Who has the power to make decisions?” This
deceptively simple question can inform us about whether there is any power-sharing when decisions
are made or whether an elite, non-elected group are firmly and totally in charge of decisions. Change
at this level will ultimately involve policies that have been reviewed within this chapter and this book.
Today, millions of Americans are locked up or controlled in total institutions whether they are
substance abuse treatment settings, nursing homes, mental institutions, prisons or even schools. If
one were to administer our Democracy Quiz in such settings, the answers would be telling. In many
cases, the participatory spirit of decision-making would be hardly noticeable. For those with fewest
resources, for those with greatest needs, for those with the least opportunities, there is minimal input
on decision-making. In other words, few democratic-type settings are available for those who are
discharged from substance abuse treatment facilities, prisons, or mental institutions. Often with no
extended supportive families, they need settings where they can participate as full members, with
responsibility and dignity. It is at the policy level that we need to institute many change efforts for
those most in need. The broadening self-help moment described throughout this textbook show us the
possibilities when individuals with assorted afflictions are provided decision-making responsibilities
and power.
To address many of the difficult policy level problems that we face, it is often important to take
a few steps back and consider a historical perspective that accounts for changes that have put our
world at risk for its current problems, and provides a way to explore and eventually address these
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problems on a deeper policy level (Jason, 1997). Throughout history, it was within the village that
people helped one another, not out of charity, but because it was the natural way of life. The positive
features of mutual respect, shared goals, cooperation, and neighborliness were strong features that
provided nurturance and meaning. But over time there has been a weakening of long-term bonds with
the land, family, and community and a reduction of a sense of coherence, and as well as interest,
in community participation. Policy level intervention could include goals to support and enhance
practices where everyday life is imaginatively transformed and saturated with meaning. At the deepest
levels, our interventions might strengthen rituals and customs which make life more vital, energizing,
and comprehensible. Policy interventions that consider these factors might provide us the guidance on
how to strengthen our collaborations and connectedness to one another and to the world in a larger
sense.
SUMMING UP

Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License

We began this foray into the policy arena by considering mounting student debt, an issue that is
complicated and ultimately will need to be solved by addressing the many streams that have influenced
this unfortunate situation. Often whether it is dealing with student debt, poverty, or increasing
economic inequalities, there are historical factors that will need to be understood so we can both
understand what has caused these problems and what policies might be considered.
This type of work at the policy level will often need a long time commitment, and sticking with these
types of issues will more likely occur when you are really invested and committed to a social issue. If
the problem is not important to you, it is less likely you will continue to fight for change when the
inevitable disappointments and feelings of frustration occur. We can look for guidance from those who
battled for civil rights and women’s rights, as these struggles occurred over decades. These activists
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have demonstrated that with a policy perspective, it is possible to overcome even the most significant
problems to reach our social justice goals.

Critical Thought Questions

1.

What challenges might arise when trying to get a social issue addressed through public policy?

2.

A community psychologist has partnered with a local advocacy organization to gain a statefunded mental health center in their community. Using the information on the policymaking
process from this chapter, describe how the mental health center may be adopted through policy.

3.

Reflect on how policies have negatively impacted your community. What are some ways to
change these and implement new ones?

4.

Think back to the small wins of the free online textbook project referenced in case study 14.1.
What are some small wins you can think of if you were to try to change or create a policy you care
about?

Take the Chapter 14 Quiz
View the Chapter 14 Lecture Slides
_____________________________________________________________________
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Chapter Fifteen Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Understand why and how communities organize

•

Explain bottom-up and top-down approaches to community organizing

•

Understand the cycle of organizing

“The basic requirement for the understanding of the politics of change is to recognize the
world as it is. We must work with it on its terms if we are to change it to the kind of world we
would like it to be. We must first see the world as it is and not as we would like it to be.”
— Saul Alinsky, Rules for Radicals
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At some point, everyone wants something about their community—or how their community is
treated—to change. Maybe they feel a law is unfair, or wish their group had more resources. One way
to accomplish community goals is to engage in community organizing, or the act of engaging in
cooperative efforts to promote a community’s interests. Just as there are many things people may wish
to change, community organizing comes in many shapes and forms and can be used to initiate small
changes within a community or larger changes throughout society. Engaging in community organizing
involves actively cultivating relationships with a number of people, some of whom may have different
ideas about solutions. If it sounds complicated, that’s because it is! Thankfully, we have many examples
of successful community organizing, some of which come from collaborative partnerships.
COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
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To understand collaborative partnerships, let’s first break down these two terms into their simplest
form. A partnership is a mutual relationship between two or more people. This relationship can be
hierarchical, as is the case between you and your boss, or equal, like the relationship between you and
your co-workers. Collaboration, on the other hand, is an action. Specifically, collaboration is the action
of working with one or more people to produce or create something.
Taken together, a collaborative partnership is a reciprocal relationship between two or more
people with a shared goal in mind. Collaborative partnerships are often dynamic, characterized by
constant change, activity, or progress. Thinking about what you have read so far, what are some
examples of collaborative partnerships you have encountered in the case study boxes throughout this
book? Before reading further, take a moment to list them. Now that you have revisited the case studies
and have a list of collaborative partnerships, are there commonalities between them? Do they differ
from what you think of as community organizing? Often in Community Psychology, collaborative
partnerships have common themes with and key differences from other forms of community
organizing. Let’s take a look at some of these commonalities and differences.
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Organization of Collaborative Partnerships
As you may recall from the introductory chapter
(Jason, Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019), a major
focus of Community Psychology is that of social
justice. It is common for community psychologists to
develop collaborative partnerships with organizations
that serve oppressed groups. As cutbacks in the public
sector have become more and more common the past
three decades, collaborative partnerships between
community
psychologists
and
community
organizations have provided one solution to
Photo by rawpixel is licensed under the Pixabay License
dwindling resources within organizations (Nelson,
Prilleltensky, & MacGillivary, 2001). These
partnerships can also assist when the organization lacks expertise in certain areas. For example,
community psychologist Amie McKibban partnered with the YMCA Caldwell Center in Evansville,
Indiana to assist the organization in gathering feedback from the diverse population the center served
to better meet their needs. After completing focus groups with the neighborhood residents, Dr.
McKibban and her Community Psychology students developed a needs-based survey that was
administered to the same residents. As a result, the center was able to write evidence-based grants and
obtain funding for different types of programs that better met the residents’ needs (McKibban &
Steltenpohl, 2019; see the following case study).

Case Study 15.1
The Caldwell Center Partnership

The YMCA Caldwell Center is in the Glenwood
neighborhood, a racially diverse, economically
disadvantaged area with 46.8% of the residents living
below poverty and 53.5% having less than a high
school education. The goal of working with this YMCA
branch was twofold: the project aided community
psychologist Amie McKibban in teaching her students
real-world, marketable skills relevant to community
psychological research, and the community partners
received assistance in developing a tangible product
that could be utilized to better serve community
“After School Program at The Bend” by North Charleston is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
members’ needs. This partnership was established
through the University of Southern Indiana’s Outreach
and Engagement office, which is designed to connect community entities in need of services with
researchers on campus. The collaborative effort rested on two demonstrable outcomes for the Caldwell
Center: to provide qualitative feedback from different age groups utilizing their services (a bottom-up focus
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on residents’ needs) and to create a quantitative measurement tool that could be used to collect data more
easily and quickly once they ended our partnership.

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Approaches
Collaborative partnerships, as illustrated in Case Study 15.1, are often more formal in nature, designed
to meet a specific need of the organization, and have a specified timeline with an end goal. Although
not always true, collaborative partnerships tend to take a top-down approach to social change. That
is, they tend to be designed by experts or community leaders who are often not part of the community
the social change will impact. Top-down approaches carry with them the benefit of expertise and
legitimacy, but also run the risk of reflecting the experiences and world views of the experts. In other
words, the needs and voices of the community may be lost in translation (Fawcett, et al., 1995). This
approach also runs the risk of reinforcing existing power structures, and as you learned in Chapter 1,
inequality in power structures is often the root cause of other inequalities, such as poverty and income.
Often, when we think of community organizing, a top-down approach isn’t the first thing that comes
to mind. Although this is a beneficial approach in certain settings, sometimes the most powerful forms
of social change utilize a bottom-up approach, which originate at the grassroots level. That is, they
are designed by community members rather than experts or professionals. An easy way to illustrate
this difference is with mental health care. Seeking the services of a therapist is a top-down approach
to mental health care. You seek the expert advice of a therapist to feel better. On the other hand, selfhelp groups represent a bottom-up approach, where you seek the support of others with mental health
difficulties to feel better.

“Community Change Logo.jpg” by Communitychange is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0

Let’s consider another example—that of food insecurity. A top-down approach to food insecurity may
include a city mandate that public schools send snacks home with children living in food deserts,
where the snacks are provided by those in power. In contrast, a bottom-up approach may include a
community garden initiative where local residents plant and tend to gardens, with the food being
provided by those living in the food desert. This is precisely what one group of concerned citizens
in Evansville, Indiana did when they started the first Urban Seeds community garden in 2005. Their
efforts have since grown into a non-profit organization that serves the region of Southern Indiana. Of
course, with any kind of partnership, it is important to consider the potential for iatrogenic effects, or
unintended consequences. You may find it helpful to talk about values and goals early on in the process
of working with community organizations and groups, looking specifically for areas of overlap and
differences. It is also a good idea to define important terms, talk about how you will deal with conflict
(for example, a disagreement between university researchers and the school district), and discuss how
long the relationship will last. Partners should revisit these agreements to make sure any changes are
addressed. See Case Study 15.2 for an example and some good ideas to consider.
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Case Study 15.2
Innovative Channels of Change in California

Regina Day Langhout and her team worked with an
after-school program in Maplewood, California to aid
students in designing, researching, and implementing
action research in their school. Students learned about
research design and methodology, developed and
completed actions to address their selected issues, and
presented their findings. As the partnership
developed, Langhout and her team ran into challenges
around limited budgets, power differentials between
students and their school institutions, limitations on
what projects were considered “worth” pursuing, and
Photo by rawpixel is licensed under the Pixabay License
what the “right” channels of change were. It was
important for Langhout’s team to continue to
communicate with students and faculty throughout the partnership and address these challenges as they
came up (Kohfeldt, Chhun, Grace, & Langhout, 2011).

Now that you know the difference between these two approaches, think about changes you would
like to see in your own community. What type of approach do you feel would be best to achieve
that change? Sometimes figuring out which approach may be best can be difficult, and community
psychologists generally agree that neither approach is best, as they both offer benefits. Whereas
bottom-up approaches tend to embrace the values inherent in Community Psychology, top-down
approaches are often needed for their resources—such as funding and expertise. In many cases, like
the one described in Case Study 15.1, the two approaches are combined in hopes of achieving the best
results.
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Let’s go back to the things you would like to see changed in your local community. Is there something
on that seems insurmountable? Perhaps a problem that seems impossible to change? Oftentimes this
is the case when we think about social problems and their solutions. Indeed, some social problems are
wide-reaching and require long-term, complex solutions that extend beyond the scope of collaborative
partnerships. Community coalitions, on the other hand, tend to tackle larger social issues by bringing
together a representation of community citizens and organizations—both private and public—situated
in a way to address large social problems at multiple levels within a community. Like collaborative
partnerships, community coalitions have become more popular in recent years following cutbacks to
funding for social services, therefore putting pressure on communities to do more with less (Nelson,
Prilleltensky, & MacGillivary 2001).
Given the organizational structure of community coalitions, members often agree upon a mission,
vision, and set of shared values, all of which help coalitions write and implement action plans. These
action plans help guide the coalition in their work, whether the work is carried out by the coalition
itself or by affiliated organizations (Wolfe, 2001a). Not only do coalitions help strengthen citizen
participation, a staple of Community Psychology, they hold the potential to change policy at local and
state levels, and increase community resources (Wolfe, 2001b). To illustrate coalitions in action, let’s
consider two very different community coalitions—one that came out of a grassroots effort to tackle a
host of community issues where the work is done by the coalition itself (Case Study 15.3a), and one that
developed over decades of work to decrease economic disparities, where much of the work is carried
out by affiliated organizations (Case Study 15.3b).
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Case Study 15.3a
Congregations Acting for Justice and Empowerment

Congregations Acting for Justice and
Empowerment is an interfaith coalition comprised of
22 religious organizations in Southern Indiana. It
started by members of different religious
congregations coming together to better understand
what community issues were mutually important to
them through listening sessions, a practice that
continues today and draws hundreds of community
members from different congregations. Through these
listening sessions, members decide on one or two
issues to address throughout the year and develop an
“NARCAN Simulation” by Penn Libraries-TRL is licensed under CC BY 2.0
evidence-based action plan. One example of how this
coalition impacted community practice was their
success in reaching an agreement with three county sheriff’s offices and the city fire department to equip
officers and firefighters with Narcan, a life-saving medication for drug overdoses.
Watch this this PSA on the success of a similar approach to drug overdoses in Massachusetts.

Case Study 15.3b
The Community Action Program of Evansville

The Community Action Program of Evansville is
a multi-organization coalition that developed under
the auspices of the City of Evansville in the 1960s with
the mission of promoting economic and social selfsufficiency for the area’s racial minority populations.
The coalition develops action plans under the guidance
of a Board of Directors consisting of representatives
from three different counties that represent both the
public and private sector. Twenty-four community
programs are housed under this coalition— including
programs such as Head Start, Financial Literacy for
“Coalition Builds New Playground in One Day for Chicora-Cherokee Community” by North
Home Buyers, and Emergency Need Pantry—with
Charleston is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
multiple organizations carrying out the work. One
example of how this coalition impacted community practice was in their development of partnerships to
provide affordable, apartment-style housing for multi-person households.
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THE CYCLE OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

Figure 1. “Cycle of Community Organizing” by Amie R. McKibban and Crystal N. Steltenpohl

Successful community organizing tends to follow a cycle: assessment, research, mobilization (action),
and reflection (Speer, Hughey, Gensheimer, & Adams-Leavitt, 1995). A student organization wanting
to improve access to mental health resources on their university campus may first assess what
resources already exist on campus. They may also have one-on-one or small group meetings with
students, staff, and faculty to better understand their experiences. If they can, they may also do a
survey of a representative sample of students. Their main questions may be things like: What issues do
students face when dealing with their own mental health? Are students able to meet with counselors
when they need to? Are there differences in what groups readily have access to resources? Do faculty
know what the process of referring students to various resources on campus looks like?
After this assessment stage, the student organization will want to enter the research stage. Here, it
will be important to meet with campus leaders to understand what funding and other resources are
allocated to mental health. They may meet with the dean of students to discuss different programming
goals or the counseling center to understand what mental health concerns students come into the
center with most often and how those concerns are addressed. The student organization may hold
public meetings on the issue for students, staff, and faculty to raise concerns or to build public support.
This will help them move into the action phase.
In the action phase, the student organization may host events raising awareness of mental health
concerns and how to address them, with a call for more resources on campus dedicated to helping
students thrive socioemotionally. They may create and distribute a petition calling for administrators
and the board of trustees to allocate more funding to hire more counselors or provide the counseling
center more or updated space. They may even participate in sit-ins, march on campus, or publish
opinion pieces in the student or local newspapers. With the increased use of social media, they
may create a social media campaign, incorporating the use of hashtags and encouraging community
members to share their stories.
After these actions have been taken, the student organization will move into the reflection stage.
Here, student leaders and their allies will want to reflect on what happened. What went well? What
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didn’t go well? What’s next? As Saul Alinsky (1971) suggests in Rules for Radicals, ideal organizers are
curious (“Is this true?”), irreverent (“Just because it’s always been this way, does that make it right?”),
and imaginative (“Let’s try to come up with another way to do this!”). They have a good sense of humor,
a bit of a blurred vision of a better world, and an organized personality. Nurturing these qualities would
help increase the quality of the student leaders’ reflections about their experiences. As the student
leaders engage in reflection, they will also be looking forward to the next assessment stage.
It is important to recognize that time may be needed for communities to see the full effects of their
efforts, as systemic change often takes time. As changemakers are considering what actions to take,
they should always be mindful of intended impact. What outcomes would these student leaders hope
for? Perhaps the goal is shorter wait times for students needing access to services, or a reduction in
the number of medical withdrawals for mental health concerns. These are easy to measure and track,
assuming the students have access to these metrics. Some outcomes, however, are harder to measure:
how do we measure a reduction in stigma against those with mental health-related diagnoses? For
something like that, it will be important to consider change over time, both on campus and nationally.
Perhaps it would be good for students to work with faculty to develop a yearly survey to estimate
attitudes surrounding mental health issues and maybe even prevalence of common mental health
diagnoses.
As you might be able to see, measuring impact can get complicated pretty quickly, and often requires
change leaders and others to think ahead and envision what factors will positively and negatively affect
their ability to judge how things have gotten better or worse as a result of the actions they take. Some
of the common obstacles found when trying to measure outcomes of coalitions include:
• Issues surrounding how representative their coalition and outcomes are compared to
coalitions and outcomes generally
• Control of the independent variable (the coalition)
• Identification of extraneous variables and interactions between other extraneous variables
• Figuring out what outcomes to measure and how to measure them
• Changes over time in understanding and measurement of issues, and
• Fighting the desire to present results in a favorable way (Berkowitz, 2001).
As we have learned throughout this textbook, communities can vary widely in their membership, the
contexts they inhabit, and their access to resources. While the complexity of working on and measuring
the impact of community work makes this work challenging, Berkowitz encourages us to rise to that
challenge and find new ways to measure what we need to measure in a reasonable and scientifically
valid way.
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“Neighborhoods Organizing for Change (NOC) – Minneapolis Vigil” by Tony Webster is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Typically, when communities organize, their goals fall within two broad categories: resource
provision, or ensuring a community is provided with a resource it is lacking (a form of first-order
change), and transformation, or fundamentally changing a community and its structures such that
resources and power are more equitably distributed (a form of second-order change; Hale, 2014). For
example, a community may be interested in improving the educational outcomes of its children. If the
community’s focus is on resource provision, they may push for smaller student-to-teacher classroom
ratios or better pay for teachers. If the community’s focus is on transformation, they may push for a
change in culture whereby community members share ownership of students’ educational outcomes
with teachers and create programs that engage all members of the community.
Those who put transformational change above resource provision argue that resources are necessary
for communities and community change, but without attention to changing the systems that caused
the lack of resources, there is a danger of recreating systems that allow for some groups to be left
behind. For instance, if a community pushes for better pay for teachers, this may benefit teachers in
some schools or school districts more than others.
A key consideration for someone interested in community organizing is finding ways to keep
volunteers engaged; organizations can only be as effective as their volunteers are when working
together over an extended period. Some estimates suggest only one-third of first-time meeting
attendees show up to later meetings (Christens & Speer, 2011). So, what factors affect whether
someone stays involved? Some factors that seem to positively influence attendance include face-toface meetings designed to build interpersonal relationships and attendance at research related actions
(see above, where we talk about the research stage of community organizing).
Capacity Building
For change to happen, a community must engage in a process known as capacity building, or a process
in which communities or organizations work to improve their collective skills and resources. In other
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words, before actions happen, communities need to make sure they can do the things they need to
do to make that action happen and sustain the results they want. These things can include tangible
resources like money or space, power, leadership, or the networks of people who care about an issue.
But why is capacity building important? Engaging in capacity building can improve community
readiness for members to do the things they need to do for change to happen. For example, one study
of seven Kansas communities trying to reduce underage drinking found that increasing a community’s
readiness through capacity building resulted in new programs, policies, and practice changes being
more easily facilitated (Anderson-Carpenter, Watson-Thompson, Jones, & Chaney, 2017).
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Community readiness typically moves through nine stages (see The Stages of Community Readiness
above) and can increase or decrease depending on the community issue, the intensity of community
efforts, and external events. Community readiness to implement interventions to prevent underage
drinking, for example, may drastically increase following a terrible car accident where underage drivers
had been drinking. Case Study 15.4 provides an example of community psychologists using stages of
community readiness to guide their intervention.

Case Study 15.4
Community Readiness to Address Youth Tobacco Use

Jason, Pokorny, Ji, and Kunz (2006) found that police
departments and citizen community groups are often
in different stages of readiness to change regarding
reducing youth access to cigarettes. Some communities
initially had minimal awareness that a problem existed
locally and had no intention to invest in change,
whereas others had an awareness of the problem, but
no commitment to action and still others had a clear
recognition of the problem and willingness to make
some preliminary trials. A few other communities were
ready to work hard at programs that should lead to
behavior change. When working with a community in

Photo by Franck V. is licensed under the Unsplash License
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the denial stage, the Community Psychology research group often needed first to show them data from the
schools to indicate that there was, in fact, a significant problem with youth smoking in their communities.
The researchers also showed them data, which had been collected from the assessment of local merchants’
tobacco sales patterns, indicating that these merchants were illegally selling tobacco to minors. When the
research group worked with communities in the preparation stage, police chiefs often found it helpful to rate
the community’s level of readiness and where the community might like to be in a year so that the
community could monitor their anticipated changes. The very process of discussing these issues often
facilitated the communities in preparing for change and taking action. Sometimes the assessment called for
the development of new tobacco control ordinances for towns, and the community psychologists were able
to help the communities bring about important policy changes. It was only by understanding this readiness
to take action that they could tailor the interventions to the needs of each community, and slowly work with
them to become more motivated to prepare, take and maintain active social policies that could reduce youth
access to tobacco and ultimately youth rates of smoking. As an example, for over a year, the research team
worked collaboratively with one community to insure that this ordinance was carefully crafted and had
broad community support to pass. The research team was invited to testify at a local city counsel meeting to
provide evidence supporting the need for the revised ordinance. This policy development and advocacy were
not required in every town, but this example shows how the team needed to carefully target their
collaborative work to address the unique needs and readiness to change of each community. As a result of
the success of this study, these community psychologists next used their Community Readiness Interview
Scale in a larger randomized study involving 24 communities.

OTHER KEY C
CONCEPTS
ONCEPTS OF C
COMMUNITY
OMMUNITY OR
ORGANIZING
GANIZING
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Collective Efficacy and Participatory Efficacy
As we have learned throughout this chapter, the
work of community psychologists relies heavily on
community members acting collectively and
intentionally (Foster-Fishman, et al., 2001). It also
relies on a sense of collective efficacy, that is, the
belief that the actions of the group can be successful
in creating change (Zimmerman, 2000). Collective
efficacy depends on many factors, such as the task at
hand, access to resources, and leadership. It also
Photo by tribesh kayastha is licensed under the Unsplash License
depends on personal participatory efficacy—your
own belief that you can effectively participate in community organizations. Both vary from situation
to situation. For example, you may feel that the student group you belong to can effectively change the
campus housing visitor policy (collective efficacy) and that your research skills will contribute to the
group’s efforts (participatory efficacy). On the other hand, you may feel that the local homeless
coalition you volunteer for will effectively establish partnerships for affordable housing (collective
efficacy) but feel that you cannot contribute effectively to that mission (participatory efficacy).
Burnout in Community Organizing
We can all relate to feelings of stress. In community partnerships
and coalitions, stress can lead to burnout – that feeling of overall
exhaustion when there’s too much pressure (stress) and not enough
sources of satisfaction or feelings of support (Maslach, Schaufeli, &
Leiter, 2000). When coalition or team members experience burnout,
it comes as no surprise that the quality of their work or willingness to
participate deteriorates. Researchers have found six organizational
factors that contribute to burnout: high workload, little influence in
decision making, inadequate rewards (e.g., compensation,
recognition), lack of social support, lack of fairness, and
disagreement on values (Maslach & Leiter, 2008). Effective leadership
and organizational capacity can aid in preventing many of these
factors, and the way in which you define the social problem and
decide how to change it can make a difference.
Photo by Alexander Dummer is licensed under the Pexel
License
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Small Wins Approach

Photo by isi_madrid is licensed under the Pixabay License

Think about the last time you received a high score on a paper
you put a lot of time and effort into writing. It felt good, right?
Successes, and the recognition of those successes, can go a long
way in community organizing. When the social issue your
organization is tackling has opposition, seems insurmountable, or
is controversial, it is important to identify and establish small
wins early in the planning phase. Organizational theorist Karl
Weick (1986) found that when proposed changes are widesweeping and extensive, it tends to increase feelings of threat,
and hence, increases a community’s resistance to change, and
inaction among change agents. However, when proposed changes
are small, concrete, and of moderate importance, risks seem more
tolerable and manageable. These “small wins” also have the
added benefit of attracting allies, preventing inaction, and
deterring opponents. Take a moment to read the excerpt from
Weick himself on small changes in Case Study 15.5.

Case Study 15.5
The Small Changes and Big Success of the Task Force on Gay Liberation

“The successful effort by the Task Force on Gay Liberation to
change the way in which the Library of Congress classified books
on the gay liberation movement is another example of a small
win. Prior to 1972, books on this topic were assigned numbers
reserved for books on abnormal sexual relations, sexual crimes,
and sexual perversions (HQ 71-471). After 1972, the
classifications were changed so that homosexuality was no longer
a subcategory of abnormal relations, and all entries formerly
described as ‘abnormal sex relations’ were now described as
varieties of sexual life (Spector & Kitsuse, 1977, pp. 13-14).
Labels and technical classifications, the mundane work of
catalogers, have become the turf on which claims are staked, wins
are frequent, and seemingly small changes attract attention,
recruit allies, and give opponents second thoughts” (Weick, 1986,
p. 42).

“Barbara Gittings 1965” by Kay Tobin Lahusen is licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0
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SUMMING UP

Photo by johnhain is licensed under the Pixabay License

Community members may engage in community organizing for many reasons and in a variety of ways,
though typically these goals fall within two categories: resource provision and transformation. As we
learned in this chapter, collaborative partnerships may be organized using a top-down approach, where
communities work with experts who are likely not a part of the affected community, or a bottom-up
approach, which is driven by the community members themselves. Community coalitions tackle larger
societal issues by bringing together people from across the community and its organizations.
Regardless of the exact method, community organizing often follows a cycle in which communities
assess critical issues affecting the community, research causes and correlates of the issues, act through
strategization and mobilization, and reflect on lessons learned. Successful organizers engage in
capacity building and improving community readiness, both of which increase a community’s chances
of success. Part of increasing community readiness involves building a sense of participatory and
collective efficacy, which involve people’s sense that they—and their community—can change things.
When things don’t go well, community members may experience burnout, or feelings of overall
exhaustion that negatively impact one’s ability to engage in community organizing, which is why it’s
important to focus on small wins.

Critical Thought Questions

1.

What skills do you think a good organizer has? Some of these skills are individual-focused (for
example, organizational skills), but others might be interpersonal (e.g. collaboration).

2.

Imagine that a friend came to you and wanted to improve the amount, quality, and cost of
vegetarian and vegan options on campus, among other environmentally-conscious actions they
would like to eventually take. Take your friend through the cycle of organizing, highlighting
potential opportunities and challenges that may be experienced along the way.

3.

Think about a social issue that is important to you. What is a bottom-up approach to address
this issue? How about a top-down approach?
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4.

What are some examples of collaborative partnerships in your local community? How about
community coalitions?

5.

Think about the drug and alcohol prevention program in your own school. What are some
possible positive and negative effects of that program?

Take the Chapter 15 Quiz
View the Chapter 15 Lecture Slides
____________________________________________________________________
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Chapter Sixteen Objectives

By the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
•

Explain how large, complicated problems can be broken down into smaller solvable ones

•

Identify the importance of studying and bringing about change in observable behaviors

•

Understand how behavioral approaches have been used in Community Psychology
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You may have heard of B. F. Skinner, who pioneered the use of behavioral approaches to show how
rewards and punishments can change the behaviors of animals and people. This behavioral revolution
has had a tremendous effect on psychology in terms of how therapy is now practiced in countries
throughout the world. The old Freudian perspective has been replaced by a variety of behavioraltype therapies, used to help patients with a wide variety of common problems such as anxiety and
depressive disorders. Most behavioral studies have been conducted in hospitals in inpatient settings or
other types of institutions with much less behavioral research occurring in community settings such as
homes or neighborhoods (Hanley et al., 2003). When behavioral-type work is conducted in community
settings and has the values from the field of Community Psychology (as reviewed in Chapter 1, Jason,
Glantsman, O’Brien, & Ramian, 2019), it has been referred to as Behavioral Community Psychology.
As we will see in this chapter, the Behavioral
Community Psychology approach allows for a more
focused and targeted method to define and change a
range of community and social problems. In a sense,
this approach breaks down large and complex
problems into smaller ones that are much more
manageable to solve. By specifying and measuring
specific behaviors, such as littering or tobacco use,
behavioral community psychologists can chart those
behaviors over time to determine whether or not a
particular intervention is effective. We will show in
this chapter how these types of practical and easy-toimplement interventions can lead to what are called
small wins, which can be reinforcing and sustain the
work of community psychologists over time. We can
Photo by OpenClipart-Vectors is licensed under the Pixabay License
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change the world through being extremely strategic and focused by breaking down large problems into
smaller ones that are solvable.
Ok, let’s give an example of a problem that seemed very difficult to solve. If you can believe it
involved uncollected dog droppings in Chicago. There as a time when nobody knew how to even
approach this problem, let alone study or solve it. But as you will see, by collecting data and showing
that there was a possible solution, change did occur for not only Chicago but also other urban areas in
the US. The behavioral community psychology Case Study 16.1 was carried out at a time when there
were no formal laws that required dog owners to pick up after their dogs.

Case Study 16.1
Getting the Scoop on Behavioral Interventions

Leonard Jason invited his Alderman in Chicago to
his community psychology class, and Jason said to
himself that he would tackle whatever the Alderman
mentioned as the most pressing community issue.
When informed that it was uncollected dog feces,
Jason’s mouth fell open in disbelief, but he pledged to
work on this issue. Jason’s team first counted all fresh
dog feces within an eight by five block area
surrounding DePaul University. The fact that 1,147
droppings were within this area suggested that dog
litter was a serious and prevalent problem within this
community. Next, the team for five hours daily
recorded the number of dogs, the number who
Photo by Dr. Leonard A. Jason
defecated, and the number of dog defecations picked
up by their owners. In addition, all defecations were
picked up and weighed each morning. During the baseline phase, few dog owners were observed to pick up
after their dogs and over 19 pounds of dog defecations were deposited in the target block. When dog owners
were given instructions and a demonstration concerning how to use a plastic bag to pick-up dog feces, 82%
of the dog owners proceeded to pick up after their dogs.
These findings indicated that the prompting intervention, which applied instructions and modeling,
effectively motivated dog owners to dispose of their dogs’ waste properly.
At the study’s end, the Chicago alderman asked Jason to present the above data at City Hall in order to
support a proposed ordinance which would require dog owners to have in their possession a pooper scooper
when walking dogs. This ordinance was passed by the City Council, making Chicago one of the first cities in
the country to pass a pooper scooper ordinance. The alderman to whom Jason had originally provided the
data mentioned to him that this study, which received considerable media exposure, had helped change the
politicians’ perception of the problem. The Alderman wrote to Jason: “In the past, this problem has often
been scoffed at and not taken seriously. Your comments regarding the dog defecation problem altered that
perception greatly.” Chicago’s ordinance became a model for other similar ordinances in towns around the
country (Jason, 2013).

Although the subject matter of this study is a bit hard to believe, it is a true story. It shows the
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usefulness of listening to the community for ideas about what is important, even if it sometimes
involves getting one’s hands dirty in the process. In other words, the subject matter of the intervention
was decided upon by the needs of the community, and this is a critical part of behavioral community
interventions. Also, by focusing on one small area and collecting data on dogs and their owners, it was
possible to show that change could occur. In fact, it was found through the behavioral intervention that
dog owners were willing to pick up after their dogs. Most importantly, the findings were transmitted
to the legislative process, and a new ordinance came into law that made a real difference to the
community. By getting into the trenches, getting our hands dirty, and being willing to study dog litter,
we were able to influence dog owners to pick up. Just think what else is possible to accomplish.
HISTORICAL ROOTS

Photo by Giammarco Boscaro is licensed under the Unsplash License

Some of the first developments of learning theory started in the 1890s when Ivan Pavlov demonstrated
the importance of the environment on behavior. Pavlov wanted to measure the amount of salivation in
dogs when they were given food, predicting that the dogs would begin to salivate in response to being
fed. A researcher would bring food to the dogs whenever he walked into the lab. Pavlov noticed that
after a while, the dogs began to salivate in response to hearing the researcher’s footsteps, meaning they
began to associate the footsteps with being fed, which caused a behavioral response (e.g., salivation).
Pavlov (1897) examined this discovery further with a series of experiments, in which the dogs
underwent numerous trials and were exposed to a sound that was immediately followed by food. Pavlov
discovered that when he just made the sound that accompanied food, the dogs began to salivate even if
the food was not presented. Through the systematic control of the environment (i.e., onset of a sound
and delivery of food), the animals learned to associate the sound with the food that followed. This
fundamental learning process is referred to as Classical Conditioning.
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Figure 1 “Pavlov’s dog conditioning” by MaxxL is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0

Later, B. F. Skinner further examined behavioral
responses and developed Operant Conditioning
through the use of small boxes that contained a lever
that lab rats pressed to release food. In these
experiments, a rat was placed in the box and then
observed. At first, the rat scurried around and then
accidentally pulled the lever that released the pellets of
food. In successive trials, Skinner observed that the time
in which it took the rat to release the pellets of food
decreased each time it was placed in the box. The rat
began to learn that pulling the lever resulted in the
delivery of food. Skinner taught the rats to pull the lever
by rewarding the behavior, which became the basis for
Operant Conditioning. This theory builds upon the work
of Pavlov in understanding the relationship between
“Operant Conditioning Involves Choice” by Mark E. Bouton is licensed under CC BY-SA
one’s environment and behavior. Skinner coined the
4.0
term Behavioral Analysis (1953) to systematically
demonstrate how the behavior of individuals and groups is influenced by the environment. His work
led the way to understand how animal and human behavior changed through reinforcement and
punishment.
These theories demonstrate the importance of the environment on shaping behavior. Environments
have a powerful influence on individuals, and this work has provided insights for community
psychologists as they try to understand larger and more complex ecological systems.
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APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

“UJ064: Figure 7.5” by Rosenfeld Media is licensed under CC BY 2.0

Behavioral community psychologists often use the term Applied Behavior Analysis to understand
and explain human behavior as a function of the interaction between behavior and the environment.
Applied Behavior Analysis is rooted in Learning Theory, which focuses on objectively observable
behaviors and how learning occurs when individuals respond to environmental factors or stimuli.
Positive reinforcement and punishment can be used to teach and sustain behavior and shape individual
as well as community behavior.
Another term that is often used in the behavioral literature is Behavior Modification, which
refers to the systematic application of learning principles and techniques to assess and change an
individual’s behavior (Martin & Pear, 2015). Often the terms Behavior Modification and Applied
Behavior Analysis are used interchangeably within the field of Behavioral Community Psychology.
Below are some terms used frequently in this field:
Positive Reinforcement leads to increases in the chances that a behavior will continue to occur. On
the other hand, Punishment often leads to the reduction of the rate or likelihood of a behavior, which
can result in the behavior being Extinguished.
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Here is an example: Imagine that you see a person driving
on the highway at a speed exceeding the local limit and the
police give the person a speeding ticket. It is possible that this
ticket (i.e., consequence) reduces the likelihood of future
speeding behavior. So, the person’s behavior is changed by
the consequences as they now drive at the speed limit.
Shaping of behavior involves establishing a complex set
of behaviors using a set of steps. Teaching a child to cross a
street involves teaching several behaviors connected in a
certain order. This might look something like this: walk up to
the corner, push the button to activate the crosswalk and
traffic light, wait until you get the correct “walk” signal and
the cars are stopped, and then quickly get across the street
before the light changes.
Stimulus control highlights how characteristics of the
Photo by twinsfisch is licensed under the Unsplash License
environment might influence the occurrence of a behavior. To
give an example of this principle, in Case Study 16.2 below, a
group of Behavioral Community Psychology investigators examined the effects of altering traffic light
pattern sequences on driver compliance at a busy, urban intersection in Chicago. In this case study, you
will see that by making a small change to the traffic light pattern, car accidents were reduced.

Case Study 16.2
A Change in Lights: A Reduction in Car Accidents

This study began when a hazardous situation was
observed with two sets of traffic lights that were
separated by only about 100 feet. Drivers that were
stopped at the first traffic light that was red, next saw
this light turn green, and they began driving to the
second traffic light which was in the process of turning
from yellow to red. The drivers already had waited a
long time for the first light to turn green, and were
probably annoyed at facing another light that was
going to delay them. As a consequence, more than half
of the drivers sped right by the next light changing
from yellow to red and this resulted in many accidents.
Working with officials from the city of Chicago, the
investigators then slightly altered light pattern
sequences so that when the second set of traffic lights
Photo by James Barker is is licensed under the Unsplash License
were approached, the lights were not changing from
yellow to red. This small change resulted in almost all
of the drivers not passing through a yellow or red light at the second traffic light. Following the completion
of the study, the traffic engineer approved the permanent alteration of the light timing pattern that
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increased traffic rule compliance. Accident data collected before and after the light timing changes indicated
a reduction in automobile accidents (Jason, Neal, & Marinakis, 1985).

ADDITIONAL BEHAVIORAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Several additional important developments in the behavioral approach have occurred. For example,
Albert Bandura (1986) discovered that behavior is also learned from the environment through the
process of observation (see the video below for a brief history of Bandura’s Bobo Doll Experiment).

A YouTube element has been excluded from this version of the text. You can view it online here:
https://press.rebus.community/introductiontocommunitypsychology/?p=766

Bandura showed that it is possible to learn by just observing another person engaging in a particular
behavior. So, a child might watch a parent use a fork to eat food, and then the child might engage in
that behavior from just watching the parent engaging in the behavior. This work has helped scientists
better understand how aggressive behavior can be learned by youth, and this can occur when youth
observe violence being reinforced. In addition, Bandura helped us better understand the importance of
the thoughts and feelings that intervene between the stimuli and responses. In a sense, we are active
information processors, and therefore cognitive factors are also involved in learning.
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A final development that has attracted considerable
media attention is the emergence of the field of
behavioral economics, which is derived from the fields
of psychology and economics. In essence, we are
susceptible to temptations and often make bad
decisions even though there are better options. For
example, it is not uncommon to eat high fat and highcalorie snacks rather than healthier foods, which has
resulted in an obesity crisis in the US. Reed,
Niileksela, and Kaplan (2013) suggest that this
apparent irrationality can still be understood based on
Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License
the principles of operant learning. Some risk-taking
behaviors, such as unhealthy food choices, have more reinforcing value than less risk-taking behaviors
such as healthy food choices. Often high fat and high-calorie foods are appealing and tasty, which
reinforces continuing to eat them. Therefore, it is possible to understand responses such as these types
of food choices (even though these foods can lead to obesity and other health complications) by the
fact that these behaviors are being reinforced.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF BEHAVIORAL COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY

Photo by geralt is licensed under the Pixabay License

Most applications of Applied Behavior Analysis and Behavior Modification have been within the
medical model, such as working one on one with patients having severe developmental disabilities.
However, Behavioral Community Psychology interventions have addressed issues such as littering
(Clark, Burgess, & Hendee, 1972); recycling (Zulas, 2009); illegal sales of cigarettes to minors (Jason,
Ji, Anes, & Birkhead, 1991); drug addiction (Silverman, Roll, & Higgins, 2008); bullying in schools
(Embry, 2002); blood donations (Ferrari & Jason, 1990); and identifying and conducting behavioral
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analyses on concerns of community members (Arellano et al., 2016; Balcazar, Garcia-Iriarte & SuarezBalcazar, 2009; Suarez-Balcazar & Balcazar, 2016). Many of these interventions have embraced
Community Psychology values summarized by Fawcett (1991), and include:
1) Valuing collaborative relationships
2) Focusing on behavior-environment relationships of importance to communities
3) Conducting research focusing on modifiable and sustainable environmental events
4) Involving setting and research measures relevant to community concerns
5) Using measurement systems that capture the dynamic relationship between behavior and
environment
6) Developing interventions owned by the community and sustainable with local resources
7) Providing interventions focused on maximizing impact and benefits to the community
8) Spreading effective interventions
9) Communicating effectively to the community stakeholders
10) Contributing to fundamental change. These values have guided the work of behavioral community
psychologists (Glenwick & Jason, 1980).
Below are case studies that provide several examples of Behavioral Community Psychology
interventions. Case Study 16.3 shows how behavioral community psychologists collaborated with
community-based organizations to influence legislative officials to support laws that contributed to
second-order change, in this case protecting the safety of infants and children. Before child car
restraints became law, thousands of children in the US were either injured or killed in car accidents. In
fact, the leading cause of death for children under one year of age was car accidents due to not being
protected in infant seats.

Case Study 16.3
A Behavioral Community Psychology Approach: Changing Laws and Saving Lives
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A national coalition of behavioral community
psychologists, that included Leonard Jason and
Stephen Fawcett, was trying to influence legislators to
pass legislation that would require infants and
children to wear a seatbelt or to be placed in an
appropriate car or infant seat while in cars. In Illinois,
Jason and his colleagues worked with a communitybased organization that was trying to pass needed
child restraint legislation. Their hunch was that data
gathered on behavioral and self-report information
could be used to influence the debate about passing
needed legislation. For months, they looked inside cars
to see whether or not infants and children were placed
in car restraints. They also used telephone surveys to
collect information about the public’s attitude toward
the child-restraint bill. The goal was to use both data
collection on attitudes and firsthand observations to
build a more convincing case when trying to influence
policy officials. Although they were also working
closely with an Illinois organization that was
advocating for the passage of this bill, they were
unsure if the data would persuade legislators. They
Photo by Yoshua González is licensed under the Pexels License
sent the collected information to a randomly selected
half of the Illinois state legislators prior to a vote on
the child passenger restraint bill. In that letter, the senators were informed that 140 children in Illinois were
killed and 25,828 injured in automobile accidents over the last six years in Illinois. The authors also pointed
out that, through their observations, 93% of Illinois children were not placed in adequate restraints while
riding in cars. They also provided the legislators with the results of the survey, in which 78% of adults
supported the child passenger restraint bill. By sending this critical information to half of the legislators,
they were able to see whether the targeted letter had made a difference in encouraging support for this
important legislation. Significantly more senators (79%) who received the information voted for passage of
the bill, whereas only 53% of senators who did not receive the letter voted for the bill. Their intervention
was a success, and even the governor requested a copy of the findings before finally signing the legislation.
With the passage of the legislation, for children between the ages of one to four, the use of appropriate car
restraints increased from 13% to 42%. Rates of appropriate restraints increased from 49% to 74% for infants
less than one year of age. Most importantly, children’s deaths caused by traffic accidents decreased by 53%.
Comments made by members of the Illinois Child Passenger Safety Association included: “The data were
very, very interesting. It was a building block in the passage of the bill.” “Those who had the data and
understood them, it made them more forceful and vocal in support of the bill” (Jason & Rose, 1984).

For many social and community problems, working at the policy level can have more substantial and
enduring results, as the car restraint case study illustrated. Psychologists often provide therapy to
those who are injured in car accidents, but there are clear advantages to using our more preventive
behavioral community psychology strategies to change laws that influence parents to appropriately
protect their children while being driven in cars.
The next case study illustrates how the community researchers used principles of Applied Behavior
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Analysis to study a concrete behavior—compliance with traffic signs by drivers–and developed
operational definitions of terms to observe the behavior in a community context. The authors worked
with community residents to identify an issue of concern to them and their children with disabilities:
traffic safety. As you will see, specific roles for the investigators included developing a strong reciprocal
partnership with the community, identifying issues the community cared about, helping design a
coding system to observe the behavior in context, and developing action steps to address the issue in
collaboration with the community. The community in this example refers to Latino parents of youth
and young adults with disabilities.

Case Study 16.4
Familias Saludables (Healthy Families)

Yolanda Suarez-Balcazar and her team, in
collaboration with residents of a predominantly Latino
neighborhood and staff from a local community
agency, initially designed a healthy lifestyles program
called Healthy Families (Familias Saludables) to address
a concern identified by the community about a lack of
culturally relevant healthy lifestyles programming for
their families with developmental disabilities (SuarezBalcazar et al., 2016; Suarez-Balcazar et al., 2018).
Eight evidence-based sessions were then provided that
focused on enhancing healthy routines at home and in
Photo by angrysibarit is licensed under the Pixabay License
the community, and addressed neighborhood issues
that families cared about. During these sessions, many
mothers reported cars in their neighborhood driving over the speed limit or failing to stop for crosswalks,
leading them to worry for their children’s safety and their own. Furthermore, one of her collaborators (The
Consortium to Lower Obesity in Chicago Children, n.d.) was at the time sponsoring a city-wide effort to
collect walkability data across Chicago’s diverse neighborhoods and address walkability safety concerns. The
lack of pedestrian traffic safety in program participants’ neighborhoods further made worse the numerous
environmental barriers that youth and young adults with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities already
faced to participating in their communities (e.g., over-stimulating sensory features, challenging physical
layout). Utilizing Applied Behavior Analysis, the team designed a study in collaboration with their
community partners to examine the behavior of traffic patterns in this neighborhood.
To assess the neighborhood’s walkability, data on traffic safety were collected based on direct
observations. Independent researchers stood on street corners throughout the target area to observe and
record traffic patterns including the number of cars failing to stop for the crosswalk, the smoothness of
sidewalks, the speed of cars, and general street conditions. Data were collected at 25 intersections and
focused on the behavior of car drivers on selected neighborhood streets, previously identified by community
residents and agency staff as places/streets frequented by local families due to proximity to parks, schools,
places of worship, and stores. Behaviors of interest that were recorded included drivers complying with
street signs, drivers engaging in a complete stop whereby the car is not moving for a minimum of five
seconds, and cars yielding to pedestrians.
They found that only one out of every three cars stopped at stop signs, and only half stopped before the
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crosswalk to allow pedestrians to pass. A pedestrian survey regarding walkability safety and engagement in
the community found that participants walked to about six to nine places within the neighborhood weekly.
Survey respondents also shared concerns about traffic safety. Consistent with a Behavioral Community
Psychology approach, the data were utilized by the research team, the community residents, and staff from
the local partner organization. For example, over fifteen families participated in a community health walk to
raise awareness of safe driving practices. The health walk was organized by a number of organizations and
participating families who decided to use this walk as an opportunity to educate the community about
walkability safety. Parents and children created signs in both English and Spanish with self-selected
messages such as, “Do not text and drive” and “Maneja con cuidado” [drive carefully] to carry during the
walk. Then together, the team and the families joined the health walk alongside other community residents
to continue promoting pedestrian safety in their areas.

This case study nicely illustrates the core values of Behavioral Community Psychology. First, the
target population was actively involved in all aspects of the intervention, including identifying the
concerns and taking action. Second, increased fostering of the target population’s sense of personal
control and empowerment was accomplished by families designing the signs to carry during the
health walk and identifying the streets to be observed. Third, there was the use of objective and
subjective assessments when evaluating outcomes, using an instrument developed by a local traffic
safety expert group. Fourth, they saw an increased emphasis on antecedent events, and in this case,
an important antecedent was the traffic signs posted at street corners indicating to drivers that the
desired behavior is for them to stop. Finally, increased interdisciplinary collaboration occurred, as
this project included a team of community psychologists, several graduate students from occupational
therapy and nutrition, and one faculty member from public health.
Some might think that focusing on dog litter or traffic safety is just not important, given the other
types of serious problems that we face. But behavioral community psychologists have tackled even
larger issues, as the next case study demonstrates.

Case Study 16.5
The I-Files: A Community Movement for the Big Island

The project began during the first day of a two-day
behavioral training workshop in Honolulu in the spring
of 1997. The workshop was on the development of
community coalitions for health improvement and was
delivered at the request of the Chronic Disease Branch
Chief of the State of Hawai’i Department of Public
Health. In attendance were many employees of the
health departments from Honolulu and several of the
neighboring islands. Also present were health
educators, public health nurses, epidemiologists,
branch chiefs from several divisions, and the Directors
of District Health Offices from Kauai and Hilo. By noon
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on the first day, one table was absolutely buzzing with excitement. At the table were six public health
nurses, three health educators, and the district health officer. On the back of a napkin, they sketched an idea
for a community health improvement initiative that would later be named I-Files. The idea was simple—for
each of the six districts on the Big Island, they would develop teams of three people including someone
specializing in community mobilization and action planning, another person specializing in grant writing,
and another person who would be trained in behavioral evaluation. They would develop community
partnerships to address the most pressing health issues in each district, and mobilize the people and
financial resources needed to resolve the issues.
Many of the behavioral programs and efforts that began in 1997 continue to this day. Some of the major
behavioral accomplishments include: the development of a drug and alcohol-free surf competition for area
teens; a community leadership development program where the fire department trained teens in
firefighting, community service, and leadership skills; a community coalition comprised of businesses,
professional fishermen, and community members in Kona to minimize destructive fishing practices near the
area’s reefs. Further accomplishments were a community coalition to support the continued success of the
Ka’u Hospital to promote community health improvement and build the capacity of residents to prevent
health outcomes such as diabetes, the development of a neighborhood watch and diabetes self-management
program by public health nurses, and a community policing program. To learn more about these outcomes,
see the Prezi presentation.

In this case study, community members and employees of the District Health Offices were involved
in a project that led to breakthrough approaches in community health improvement. By empowering
the community health workers to respond to what they were learning from community members, more
responsive programming was developed to meet real-world needs as they emerged in communities.
By creating coalitions that represented multiple sectors in communities, programs and policies were
developed that affected behavioral changes to reach more people, resulting in improvements in a
variety of valued life outcomes. The new and modified programs, policies, and practices developed
by and with community members represented a variety of behavior change strategies. By involving
both the community members and the public health workforce, programs and policies were more
relevant and had a long term positive influence. As this case example indicates, Behavioral Community
Psychology investigators can make a difference using their innovative methods with a wide variety of
community issues.
OTHER ISSUES T
TO
OC
CONSIDER
ONSIDER
Clearly, the behavior of individuals and groups takes place in complex environments across a variety
of settings including families, homes, schools, neighborhoods, community agencies, places of
worship, and work settings. These behaviors can be complex as they are in constant interaction with
and impacted by the environment.
Behavioral community interventions do not operate in a vacuum but rather compete with other
competing messages, which can affect and influence the effectiveness of the interventions. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, for many years smoking prevention interventions were implemented in
schools, and yet children reported that they were almost always sold cigarettes by store vendors. The
fact that youth were sold these dangerous substances did have a negative effect on school smoking
prevention programs, for there were youth who wondered how dangerous cigarettes could be if they
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were sold cigarettes by adults. Therefore, additional behavioral interventions were needed to reduce
youth access to retail sources of tobacco. As another example, commercials on the media constantly
advertise the benefits of food that have high levels of sugar and fat, and these media influences will
also need to be addressed by those working on childhood obesity behavioral programs.
Some feel there are no generalizable laws of
behavior that can be used to understand
something as complex as a community, which
has complicated layers of ecological influences
operating
at
the
individual,
group,
“Community Change Logo.jpg” by Communitychange is licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0
organizational, and societal levels. In other
words, an intervention that might work in one setting might not be effective in a different place, so
they feel that behaviorists who believe in universal laws of behavior are overly simplistic. We have an
answer to this concern. We believe that the principles of learning reviewed in this chapter are operating
in community settings, but there might be important differences in how they are implemented in
different settings (Jason et al., 2016). As an example, a behavioral school-based program that has been
shown to work well in environments that have adequate staff and resources might have very different
outcomes when located in an environment where there are inadequate resources and other multiple
problems due to gangs and violence. What is important to remember is that an excellent intervention
in one setting might not work well when it is implemented in another that is less supportive and
reinforcing. Also, an intervention for one age group might now work for another age group, as
indicated below in Case Study 16.6.

Case Study 16.6
Prevention of Prejudice

Behavioral Community psychologists attempted to
impact inter-ethnic relations of elementary school age
children by implementing a peer tutoring program.
These youth were shown how to tutor their classmates.
Direct observations of social interactions on the
playground and sociometric indices of interpersonal
ratings were used to measure inter-ethnic associations
before and after the eight-week program. For firstgraders, inter-ethnic interactions and sociometric
choices increased and improvements were found in
arithmetic and reading grades. However, no significant
Photo by Pexels is licensed under the Pixabay License
changes were found among the third-grade program
children. The first-grade children carried the benefits
of the peer tutoring program from the classroom to the playground. First-grade youngsters quickly
developed cohesive, interdependent groups and some continued to use their group name from the study on
the playground eight months following the program’s end. The findings suggest the importance of fostering
cooperation and addressing prejudice early on, as indicated by the lack of significant changes for thirdgraders in their ratings of fellow children of different ethnic backgrounds. These findings further suggest
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that a behavioral cooperative peer tutoring classroom structure may improve the inter-ethnic relationships
of first-grade children, who have experienced only a short history of competitive academic exercises and
whose overt ethnic prejudice may be less ingrained (Rooney-Rebeck & Jason, 1986).

It is by attending to the unique history, age, and resources available in these school settings that we
might be better about to understand these types of different outcomes. Basic behavioral principles are
operating throughout these settings, and our task is to better identify and understand these complex
environmental factors.
Some have also been concerned about the language and terms used by behavioral psychologists, who
often used words such as “controlling behavior” (Mattaini, Jason, & Glenwick, 2016). With dictators
using this type of repressive language to control their citizens, it is understandable that some might
be concerned with the terms sometimes used by behaviorists. But these phrases do not capture the
rich collaborations that occur in behavioral community interventions, when researchers work closely
with community members in both defining the goals of interventions and actively participating in
bringing about changes (Glenwick & Jason, 1980). As shown by the case studies above, behavioral
community psychologists are able to gain control of key aspects of the environment, but it is through
a collaborative, mutually agreed upon process with key members of the community (Bogat & Jason,
2000).
SUMMING UP

“Group of diverse people riding a train” by pxhere is licensed under CC0 1.0

In this chapter, the principles of Applied Behavior Analysis were utilized in the Behavioral Community
Psychology case studies to illustrate how to promote real community change in a variety of settings.
Behavioral community psychologists focus on the complex relationship between individual/group
behavior and the environment. By attending to the relationship between behavior and the
environment, whereby each impacts the other, it is possible to bring about important change.
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As we end this chapter on Behavioral Community Psychology, it is useful to point out that many of
our social and community problems, such as substance abuse, school failure, and juvenile delinquency,
share many developmental roots such as poverty and lack of resources. Coordinating our behavioral
community interventions so that they uncover common environmental causes, and take them into
consideration as we implement change, will ultimately increase the enduring impact of this work.

Critical Thought Questions

1.

Discuss what you think are some of the benefits and limitations of using Applied Behavior
Analysis principles to study problems of interest to Community Psychology?

2.

Many community psychologists do research in schools. What do you think about the practice of
some school teachers across the country using different types of tangible positive reinforcers
(e.g., stickers, candy) to promote compliance and “good classroom behavior?” Justify your
response.

3.

Imagine that you are living in a tenant building with an active renters’ association and you were
elected president of the association for a one-year term. You noticed a problem with residents’
lack of awareness about the need to recycle. Although the recycling bins are provided and street
collection is scheduled once per week, hardly anyone is taking the recycling bins out. Most
tenants are young college students who are likely to produce recycling items (cans, paper, plastic).
You want to start a recycling campaign and assess its effectiveness. Based on the principles
learned in this chapter, identify components of the campaign and how you would get residents to
recycle. Identify how you would assess if the campaign is effective. What would you measure as
the unit of behavior for which you can take baseline measures?

Take the Chapter 16 Quiz
View the Chapter 16 Lecture Slides
____________________________________________________________________
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